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[57] ABSTRACT 

An apparatus is provided for hematology testing. which has 
a sensing unit de?ning a counting ori?ce for the flow of a 
blood sample through the counting ori?ce to analyze the 
blood sample. and a pump unit having three syringes. A ?rst 
syringe is coupled in ?uid communication with the sensing 
unit on the inlet side of the counting ori?ce for injecting a 
stream of blood sample through the counting ori?ce. A 
second syringe is coupled in ?uid communication with the 
sensing chamber on the inlet side of the counting ori?ce for 
simultaneously injecting a sheath of ?uid surrounding the 
sample stream on the inlet side of the counting ori?ce. And 
a third syringe is coupled to the sensing chamber on the 
outlet side of the counting ori?ce for aspirating a sheath of 
?uid from the sensing chamber surrounding the sample 
stream on the outlet side of the counting ori?ce. A control 
unit is connected to the pump unit for adjusting the reagent 
mixture to correspond to each of a plurality of diiferent 
operator inputs. wherein each operator input may corre 
spond to a respective animal species. to automatically create 
and analyze the reagent mixture for each animal species. 

14 Claims, 4 Drawing Sheets 
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APPARATUS FOR MAKING A PLURALITY 
OF REAGENT MIXTURES AND ANALYZING 

PARTICLE DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE 
REAGENT MIXTURES 

This patent application is a divisional of US. patent 
application Ser. No. 08l007.11l ?led Jan. 21. 1993. and now 
US. Pat. No. 5.380.491. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention is directed to apparatus for making 
reagent mixtures. and more particularly. to apparatus for 
making a plurality of reagent mixtures and analyzing par 
ticle distributions of the reagent mixtures. such as for blood 
cell analysis. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Prior to the mid-1970s. red blood cell. platelet and white 
blood cell differential analyses were typically conducted by 
manual examination. with a technician viewing blood ?lm 
slides with the aid of a microscope. Since that time. hema 
tological analysis has been automated. making its use both 
widespread and commonplace. 

While the methodologies for automated analysis vary. 
most often the enumeration and analysis involves subjecting 
a diluted sample of whole blood to a lysing reagent which 
stromatolyzes and eliminates the red blood cell population. 
and simultaneously modi?es the cell membranes of the more 
prevalent white cell subpopulations. This causes differential 
shrinkage of the dilferent cell types and enables discrimi 
nation and sorting thereof. The size and number of white 
blood cells in the sample are then detected with the aid of an 
automated analyzer. by pulling the sample ?uid through a 
sensing zone. which is typically adapted to detect the size 
(volume) and/or opacity of the blood cells in the sample by 
electrical or optical differences. The blood cells are counted 
for a period of time su?icient to gather data for analysis. data 
points are stored in a memory device. and then analyzed in 
a processor. The data can then be displayed in the form of a 
two-dimensional or three-dimensional histogram. 

There are various prior art devices for supplying sheath 
stream and sample ?uids to the sensing aperture of a 
detector. US. Pat. No. 3.740.143 shows a system employing 
peristaltic pumping to supply a series of diluted blood 
samples to a ?ow cell for white blood cell dilferentiation and 
counting. Peristaltic pumping. which operates by the occlu 
sion or squeezing of the pump tubes. does not provide a 
sufficiently steady- state ?ow. and can result in damage to the 
integrity of the cells. further degrading the accuracy of the 
device. 
US. Pat. No. 4.695.431 also shows an apparatus for 

supplying ?uids to a sheath stream ?ow cell. which employs 
a single piston pump to inject the sheath ?uid into the ?ow 
cell with one side of the pump. and simultaneously aspirate 
the blood sample through the ?ow cell with the other side of 
the pump. The piston pump is driven by a drive cylinder 
operated by controlling the ?ow of pressurized ?uid. By 
aspirating the blood sample through the flow cell. the suction 
forces can distort the cells. thus reducing the accuracy of the 
device. Also. because the single pump is driven by a 
pressurized cylinder. the ?uid quantity cannot be controlled 
as accurately as may be desired. 

For cell or particle analyses of this type. the present 
inventors have realized that it is advantageous to detect one 
cell at a time. and accumulate data on thousands of cells. 
Coincidence. or the simultaneous passage of multiple cells 
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2 
through the sensing zone. can create anomalies or aberrant 
information. Although this type of information can be par 
tially corrected by using mathematical equations or pulse 
editing circuits when analyzing the data. important infor 
mation about the cells may be rejected and thrown away 
with the sample. This may include information about abnor 
malities in the sample. since the abnormal cells may give 
rise to unusual pulses that are rejected in compensating for 
the passage of multiple cells through the sensing zone. The 
present inventors have realized that it would be desirable to 
provide a precisely controlled. steady-state ?ow of both 
blood sample and sheath ?uids. wherein the sample cells are 
injected through the sensing zone in a substantially single 
?le relationship relative to each other in order to avoid 
coincidence and permit accurate detection of cell properties. 
The present inventors have also realized that it would be 

desirable to provide a system for hematology testing that 
may automatically adjust or create reagent mixtures corre 
sponding to each of a plurality of dilferent species. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention is directed to an apparatus for 
making a plurality of reagent mixtures and analyzing par 
ticle distributions of the reagent mixtures. such as for blood 
cell analysis. The apparatus comprises at least one pump. 
such as a positive-displacement pump. a sensing unit de?n 
ing a counting ori?ce for receiving a reagent mixture and 
analyzing a particle distribution of the reagent mixture. and 
a control unit. or like means. for adjusting the reagent 
mixture to correspond to each of a plurality of different 
operator inputs. The control unit controls one or more pumps 
to aspirate a predetermined quantity of each of a plurality of 
reagent-mixture components. wherein each predetermined 
quantity corresponds to the respective input. and further 
controls the pump or pumps to mix the aspirated compo 
nents into the reagent mixture. The control unit then controls 
a pump to introduce the reagent mixture through the sensing 
unit for sensing a particle distribution of the reagent mixture. 
such as for blood cell analysis. 

In one embodiment of the present invention. the plurality 
of inputs each correspond to a respective animal species. and 
for each input. the plurality of reagent-mixture components 
includes a ?rst reagent-mixture component consisting essen 
tially of a whole blood sample of the respective species. a 
second reagent-mixture component consisting essentially of 
diluent. and a third reagent-mixture component consisting 
essentially of a lysing agent for maln'ng a blood/diluent 
and/or a blood/diluentllyse reagent mixture corresponding to 
the respective species. 

Also in an embodiment of the present invention. the 
control unit includes a database pertaining to predetermined 
quantities of lysing agents necessary for formulating blood/ 
reagent mixtures for a plurality of species. The control unit 
is responsive to an input indicating a speci?c species to 
control one or more pumps to aspirate predetermined quan 
tities of the lysing agents from the ?rst and second lysing 
containers corresponding to the respective species. 
One advantage of the apparatus of the present invention is 

that the reagent mixture may be automatically adjusted to 
correspond to each of a plurality of di?erent operator inputs. 
which may each correspond. for example. to a different 
animal species to automatically create the reagent mixture 
for each species. 

Other advantages of the present invention will become 
apparent in view of the following detailed description and 
accompanying drawings. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of an apparatus embodying 
the present invention. 

FIG. 2 is front plan view of the pump unit of the apparatus 
of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 3 is a side plan view of the pump unit of FIG. 2. 

FIG. 4 is a magni?ed. partial schematic view of the 
sensing chamber of the apparatus of FIG. 1 illustrating 
schematically the flow of the sheath ?uids and of the sample 
stream 

FIG. 5 is a partial detailed cross-sectional view of the 
sensing chamber of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional view of FIG. 5 taken along the 
line 6—6 of FIG. 5. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

In FIG. 1. an apparatus embodying the present invention 
is indicated generally by the reference numeral 10. The 
apparatus 10 is employed for hematological testing. and is 
speci?cally suited for cell analysis on a wide variety of 
species. The apparatus 10 includes a sample probe 12 for 
aspirating a sample of blood to be tested. The sample probe 
12 is coupled to a valve matrix 14. which in turn couples the 
sample probe to a selected syringe within a pump unit 16 to 
aspirate a predetermined volume of the blood sample into 
the probe (e.g.. 20 p1). as is desaibed further below. 
The blood sample is discharged into a mixing cuvette 13. 

in which a predetermined volume of diluent and a prede 
termined volume of lytic reagents are rapidly admixed with 
the whole blood sample. The mixing cuvette 13 is coupled 
through the valve matrix 14 and the pump unit 16 to a ?rst 
chamber or container 18 containing a ?rst lysing agent A. 
and a second chamber or container 19 containing a second 
lysing agent B. The sample probe 12 is also coupled through 
the valve matrix 14 and pump unit 16 to a diluent reservoir 
or container 17. Thus. the sample probe 12 dispenses the 
blood sample along with a predetermined volume of diluent 
from the diluent reservoir 17 into the mixing cuvette 13. At 
about the same time. predetermined volumes of lysing agent 
A and/or lysing agent B are aspirated from the lysing 
chambers 18 and 19. respectively. by the pump unit 16. and 
injected through the valve matrix 14 into the mixing cuvette 
13. along with the blood sample and diluent to formulate the 
sample blood/reagent mixture. as described further below. 
Preferably. the ratio of the individual lyse components in the 
lytic reagent composition are present in a ratio and quantity 
su?icient to elfect at least a component separation of white 
blood cells. so that they can be differentiated. and at least 
one of the white blood cell subpopulations can be quanti?ed 
The particular reagent compositions and the preferred 

methods for employing these compositions are disclosed in 
co-pending patent application Ser. No. 711.965. ?led Jun. 7. 
1991. now U.S. Pat. No. 5.316.725. entitled “Method And 
Reagent System For The Improved Determination 0f White 
Blood Cell Subpopulations”. U.S. Pat. No. 5.262.329. 
entitled “Method For Improved Multiple Species Blood 
Analysis". which is a continuation of and co-pending patent 
application Ser. No. 714.671. ?led Jun. 13. 1991. entitled 
“Method And Reagent System For Improved Multiple Spe 
cies Blood Analysis”. now abandoned which are each 
hereby expressly incorporated by reference as part of the 
present disclosure. 
The sample bloodlreagent mixture remains in the mixing 

cuvette 13 for a short but su?icient amount of time for the 
red blood cells to be stromatolyzed and to release their 
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4 
hemoglobin. and for the active lytic reagents to act on the 
cell membranes of the white blood cells and cause them to 
selectively separate. After this short time period (e.g.. 
approximately 10 to 30 seconds). the sample is aspirated 
through the valve matrix 14 into a selected syringe in the 
pump unit 16. as is described further below. The sample is 
then injected by the pump unit 16 back through the valve 
matrix 14 and into a sensing chamber 20 (also referred 
“FOCUSED FLOWTM” cell) along with a diluent sheath. in 
which the white blood cells are counted and the volume 
(size) and/or opacity is measured by electrical or optical 
di?’erences. The white blood cells are counted for a period 
of time to gather su?icient data for analysis. typically about 
10.000 cells. Data points are stored and analyzed in a 
processing and control unit 22. and the data can in turn be 
Visually displayed on a display unit 24. A keyboard unit 25 
is coupled to the processing and control unit 22 to control its 
operation. After the sample is analyzed it is passed through 
the valve matrix 14 into a waste container 26 and discarded. 

Turning to FIGS. 2 and 3. the pump unit 16 is illustrated 
in further detail. and includes several pumps. which in the 
embodiment of the present invention illustrated are positive 
displacement pumps. including a ?rst syringe 28. a second 
syringe 30. and a third syringe 32. Each of the syringes has 
a piston (and functions as a positive-displacement pump). 
which can be coupled through the valve matrix 14 to any of 
the other ?uid-containing components of the apparatus 10 in 
order to aspirate and/or inject the ?uids. as is described 
further below. 
One end of the ?rst syringe 28 is mounted to a base plate 

34 by a ?rst base mount 36. and a ?rst piston 38 of the ?rst 
syringe is mounted on the other end to a drive plate 40 by 
a ?rst drive mount 42. Similarly. one end of the second 
syringe 30 is mounted to the base plate 34 by a second base 
mount 44. and a second piston 46 of the second syringe is 
coupled on the other end to the drive plate 40 by a second 
drive mount 48. The third syringe 32. on the other hand. is 
mounted in the opposite direction of the ?rst and second 
syringes. 28 and 30. respectively. A piston 50 of the third 
syringe 32 is coupled on one end to the drive plate 40 by a 
third drive mount 52. and the other end of the third syringe 
is coupled to the base plate 34 by a third base mount 54. By 
driving the drive plate 40 in the downward direction of FIG. 
2. the ?rst syringe 28 and second syringe 30 simultaneously 
inject ?uid from the respective syringe. and the third syringe 
32 simultaneously aspirates ?uid into the syringe. whereas 
movement of the drive plate 40 in the upward direction of 
FIG. 2 causes the opposite to occur. 
The ?rst syringe 28 is coupled to one end of a ?rst line 56 

and coupled to one end of a second line 58 by means of a 
?rst connector 60. The other end of each of the ?rst line 56 
and second line 58 (not shown) is coupled to the valve 
matrix 14. The second syringe 30 likewise is coupled to one 
end of a ?rst line 62 and coupled to one end of a second line 
64 by means of a second connector 66. The other end of each 
of the ?rst line 62 and second line 64 (not shown) is coupled 
to the valve matrix 14. Each of the second lines 58 and 64 
are typically used for injecting and/or aspirating ?uids with 
the respective syringe. whereas the ?rst lines 56 and 62 are 
typically used for purposes of ?ushing diluent from the 
diluent reservoir 17 to clean the respective syringe and/or to 
wash away any air bubbles. The third syringe 32 is coupled 
to one end of a third line 68 for aspirating and/or injecting 
?uid with the third syringe. The other end of the third line 
68 (not shown) is coupled to the valve matrix 14 for 
controlling ?ow through the third line. 
As shown in FIG. 3. a motor 70 is coupled to the drive 

plate 40 to precisely move the drive plate. and in turn 
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simultaneously control the actuation of the three syringes. In 
the embodiment of the present invention illustrated, the 
motor 70 is preferably an electric stepping motor. but may 
be a DC or AC electric motor with proper feedback and 
electronic control. and is coupled to a control board 72. 
which is in turn coupled to the processing and control unit 
22 to control the operation of the motor. The motor 70 
comprises a drive shaft 74 coupled to one side of a drive belt 
76. which is in turn coupled to one end of a threaded shaft 
78 by means of a gear 80. The drive belt 76 preferably 
de?nes a plurality of teeth on its inside surface which mesh 
with corresponding teeth on both the drive shaft 74 and the 
gear 80 in order to maintain precise control over the move 
ment of these components. The drive shaft 78 is mounted on 
each end by hearing blocks 82 to the base plate 34. and a 
drive block 84 is mounted on the threaded shaft 78. The 
drive block 84 includes an aperture 86 extending through the 
drive block and de?ned by a threaded surface 88. which 
engages the corresponding threads on the threaded shaft 78. 
The drive plate 40 is coupled to the drive block 84 by drive 
mounts 90. which extend through an elongated aperture 92 
de?ned within the base plate 34. indicated in dashed lines in 
FIG. 3. As can be seen. the elongated aperture 92 extends in 
a direction substantially parallel to the threaded shaft 78. 
By operating the stepping motor 70. the threaded shaft 78 

is rotated to drive the drive block 84 along the axis of the 
threaded shaft 78 by engagement of the threads on the 
surface 88 with the threads on the shaft 78. which in turn 
simultaneously moves the drive plate 40 and the pistons of 
the three syringes. Based on the direction of the motor 70. 
the ?rst and second syringes 28 and 30. respectively. inject. 
and the third syringe 32 simultaneously aspirates. or vice 
versa. 

The pump unit 16 further includes a sensor mounted 
adjacent the threaded shaft 78 and drive block 80 to indicate 
the position of the drive block and control the operation of 
the motor 70 in response. The sensor is mounted on a sensor 
control board 93. which is coupled to the drive control board 
72 to transmit signals to the drive control board for control 
ling the operation of the motor 70. The drive control board 
72 is in turn coupled to the processing and control unit 22. 
The sensor includes three position sensors. a home-position 
sensor 94. a ?rst-end position sensor 96. and a second-end 
position sensor 98. The drive block 84 includes a corre 
sponding sensor plate or ?ag 100 mounted in line with the 
three position sensors. and adapted to cause each position 
sensor to generate a signal when the sensor plate is aligned 
with a respective position sensor. 

Accordingly. when the drive block 84 is located in the 
home position. the home-position sensor 100 transmits a 
signal indicative of this condition to the control board 72. At 
this point. the processing and control unit 22 is responsive 
to this signal to recognize that both the ?rst and second 
syringes are nearly empty. and the third syringe is nearly 
full. By counting the number of steps upon operation of the 
stepping motor 70 from the home position. the processing 
and control unit 22 can cause a precise volume of ?uid to 
either be injected or aspirated with each syringe. The ?rst 
position sensor 96 and second-position sensor 98 are pro 
vided as a safety back-up. each being located at one extreme 
of the permissible movement of the drive block 84. If either 
of these position sensors are activated. the drive control 
board 72 is responsive to stop the motor 70 to prevent any 
damage to the pump unit 16. 

Turning to FIGS. 4-6. a portion of the sensing charmaer or 
FOCUSED FLOWTM cell 20 is illustrated in further detail. 
The sensing chamber 20 includes a sensing zone 102. which 
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6 
de?nes a counting ori?ce 104. as shown in FIG. 4. The 
counting ori?ce 104 receives a narrow stream of the blood 
sample injected by one of the syringes of the pump unit 16 
through the valve matrix 14 and a sample tube 106. The 
sample tube 106 is substantially coaxial with the counting 
ori?ce 104 and injects a narrow stream of the blood sample 
through the center of the ori?ce. as illustrated in FIG. 4. The 
sensing zone comprises a transducer (not shown) for detect 
ing differences in electrical. optical. chemical or‘ other 
characteristics in each of the cells of the sample. and for 
generating a signal whose characteristics relate to such 
differences. These signals are transmitted to the processing 
and control unit 22 where they are processed to determine 
the parameters of the constituent subpopulations of the 
sample. 
The preferred components of the processing and control 

unit 22 for performing this function are described in 
co-pending patent application Ser. No. 650.686. now U.S. 
Pat. No. 5.187.673. ?led Feb. 5. 1992. entitled “Method And 
Apparams For Determining The Distribution Of Constituent 
Subpopulations Within A Population Of Particles Having 
Overlapping Subpopulations”. which is hereby expressly 
incorporated by reference as part of the present disclosure. 
As shown in FIGS. 4 and 5. the sensing chamber 20 

includes a sensing unit 101. which de?nes a substantially 
conical-shaped surface 108 for receiving a sheath of diluent 
surrounding the sample stream injected by the sample tube 
106. The sensing unit 101 is mounted by means of a pair of 
o-rings 103 within a support block 105. The support block 
105 de?nes a generally cylindrical chamber A coupled in 
?uid communication. and substantially concentric with the 
conical-shaped surface 108. As shown in FIG. 5. the sample 
tube 106 is mounted within the center of the chamber A and 
extends into the recess de?ned by the conical-shaped surface 
108. A?rst sheath or diluent tube 110 is coupled on one end 
to the chamber A. and in the embodiment of the present 
invention illustrated. is oriented substantially along a tan 
gent to the cylindrical surface de?ning the chamber A. as 
shown in FIG. 6. The other end of the ?rst sheath tube 110 
is coupled through the valve matrix 14 to another of the 
syringes in the pump unit 16. for receiving a predetermined 
volume of diluent injected by that syringe. Because the ?rst 
sheath tube 110 is oriented on a tangent to the cylindrical 
surface of the chamber A. the diluent follows a generally 
spiral or helical path through the chamber A. along the 
conical-shaped surface 108. and through the counting ori?ce 
104 sin-rounding the sample stream. as indicated by the 
arrows in FIG. 4. This particular orientation of the ?rst 
sheath tube 110 is only exemplary. however. For example. 
one or more ?rst sheath tubes may equally be oriented so 
that the diluent ?ows straight along the conical-shaped 
surface 108 and through the counting ori?ce 104. 
The sensing unit 101 de?nes a tapered surface 111 on the 

exit side of the counting ori?ce 104. which is coupled in 
?uid communication with a chamber B for receiving the 
sample stream and diluent injected through the counting 
ori?ce. An exit tube 112 is coupled on one end to the 
chamber B. and is coupled on the other end (not shown) 
through the valve matrix 14 to a selected syringe of the 
pump unit 16 to aspirate the sarnpleldiluent mixture injected 
through the counting ori?ce 104 into the chamber B and exit 
tube 112. into the respective syringe. 
A second sheath tube 114 is coupled on one end in ?uid 

communication with the chamber B between the o-ring 103 
and the exit tube 112. As with the ?rst sheath tube 110. in the 
embodiment of the present invention illustrated. the second 
sheath tube 114 is oriented substantially on a tangent to the 
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cylindrical surface de?ning the chamber B so that the diluent 
is aspirated into the chamber B and exit tube 112 along a 
substantially spiral or helical path surrounding the sample 
stream injected through the counting ori?ce 104. As with the 
?rst sheath tube 110. this particular con?guration of the 
second sheath tube 114 is only exemplary. however. The 
other end of the sheath tube 114 is coupled through the valve 
matrix 14 to the diluent reservoir 17. 
As shown in FIG. 5. a third diluent tube 115 is coupled to 

the chamber A between the o-ring 103 and the ?rst diluent 
tube 110. and is likewise oriented along a tangent to the 
cylindrical surface de?ning the chamber A. The other end of 
the third diluent tube 115 is coupled through the valve matrix 
14 to the diluent reservoir (or syringe) for ?ushing the 
sensing chamber 20 with fresh diluent after running a 
sample. 

In the operation of the apparatus of the present invention. 
a whole blood sample is introduced into the sample probe 
12. The processing and control unit 22 connects the sample 
probe 12 to a selected syringe of the pump unit 16 through 
the valve matrix 14. and then controls the motor 70 to 
aspirate a predetermined volume of the whole blood sample 
(e.g.. 20 pl) through the probe. The processing and control 
unit 22 also connects the same syringe through the valve 
matrix 14 to the diluent reservoir 17. and controls the motor 
70 to aspirate a predetermined volume of diluent into the 
whole blood sample. The processing and control unit 22 then 
controls the motor 70 to inject the sample/diluent mixture 
from the syringe through the valve matrix 14 into the mixing 
cuvette 13. 
The processing and control unit 22 has in a database 

information as to the predetermined volumes of lysing agent 
A and lysing agent B necessary to form the proper sample 
blood/reagent mixture for selected animal species (e.g.. dog. 
cat. rat. mouse. horse. cow. rabbit. monkey. pig. goat. bird. 
etc.). The operator inputs through the keyboard unit 25 the 
particular animal species of the blood sample. and the 
processing and control unit 22 is responsive to this input 
based on the information in its database to select a prede 
termined volume of lysing agent A and a predetermined 
volume of lysing agent B. The processing and control unit 22 
then connects a selected syringe in the pump unit 16 to the 
lysing agent A chamber 18 through the valve matrix 14. and 
controls the motor 70 (by counting a predetermined number 
of steps) to aspirate the predetermined volume of lysing 
agent A by the syringe. The processing and control unit 22 
then connects the same syringe (or another syringe) to the 
lysing agent B chamber 19 through the valve matrix 14. and 
controls the motor 70 (by counting a predetermined number 
of steps) to aspirate the predetermined volume of lysing 
agent B by the syringe. The processing and control unit 22 
then couples the syringe through the valve matrix 14 to the 
mixing cuvette l3. and controls the motor 70 to inject the 
predetermined mixture of lysing agent A and lysing agent B 
into the mixing cuvette with the blood/diluent mixture. 

After the sample blood/reagent mixture is prepared in the 
mixing cuvette 13. the processing and control unit 22 
couples the second line 58 of the ?rst syringe 28 in ?uid 
communication with the mixing cuvette 13 by actuating a 
valve (not shown) in the valve matrix 14 to aspirate a 
predetermined volume of sample blood/reagent mixture into 
the ?rst syringe. In the embodiment of the present invention 
illustrated. the volume of the ?rst syringe 28 is 250 pl. The 
processing and control unit 22 also couples the second inlet 
line 62 of the second syringe 30 in ?uid communication with 
the diluent reservoir 17 by actuating a valve (not shown) in 
the valve matrix 14. to aspirate a predetermined volume of 
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diluent into the second syringe. In the embodiment of the 
present invention illustrated. the volume of the second 
syringe 30 is approximately 250 pl. The precise volume of 
?uid aspirated into each syringe is controlled by the pro 
cessing and control unit 22. which counts the number of 
steps of the motor 70 with respect to the home position as 
indicated by the home-position sensor 94. wherein each step 
corresponds to a precise volume of ?uid for each syringe. 
The valves permitting this aspiration of the ?rst and 

second syringes 28 and 30. respectively. are then closed. and 
the processing and control unit 22 actuates additional valves 
in the valve matrix 14 to couple the second line 58 of the ?rst 
syringe 28 in ?uid communication with the sample tube 106 
of the sensing chamber 20. and to couple the second line 64 
of the second syringe 30 in ?uid communication with the 
?rst diluent tube 110 of the sensing chamber 20. The 
processing and control unit 22 also then actuates selected 
valves of the valve matrix 14 to couple the third line 68 of 
the third syringe 32 in ?uid communication with the exit 
tube 112 of the sensing chamber 20. and to couple the second 
diluent tube 114 in ?uid communication with the diluent 
reservoir 17. The system is then ready to analyze the sample. 

The processing and control unit 22 then actuates the 
motor 70 to drive the drive block 84 back toward the home 
position. This in turn causes the ?rst and second syringes 28 
and 30. respectively, to simultaneously inject the sample 
blood/reagent mixture through the sample tube 106 and the 
diluent through the ?rst diluent tube 110. As illustrated in 
FIG. 4. a narrow stream of blood/reagent mixture is thus 
injected by the ?rst syringe 28 through the center of the 
counting ori?ce 104. and a stream of diluent is injected by 
the second syringe 30 into the chamber A. along the sub 
stantially conical-shaped surface 108. and through the 
counting ori?ce 104 along a path which surrounds the 
stream of sample blood/reagent mixture. but substantially 
avoids any interrnixing of the two streams. In the embodi 
ment of the present invention illustrated. the counting ori?ce 
is approximately 60 microns in diameter. the sample stream 
is approximately 15 microns in diameter. and the sheath of 
diluent is therefore approximately 35 microns thick within 
the counting ori?ce. surrounding the sample stream. 

Because both the ?ow of the diluent sheath injected 
through the first diluent tube 110 is substantially laminar. 
and the sample stream injected through the sample tube 106 
is substantially laminar. there is substantially no intermixing 
of the two streams. The steady state ?ow generated by the 
syringes signi?cantly facilitates in producing a substantially 
laminar ?ow. Also. because the sample stream is located in 
the approximate center of both the recess de?ned by the 
conical-shaped surface 108 and the counting ori?ce 104. it 
moves at a relatively faster velocity through the counting 
ori?ce than does the surrounding sheath of diluent. thus 
further preventing any interrnixing of the sample and dilu 
ent. Also. the sheath of diluent. which in the embodiment of 
the present invention illustrated follows a generally spiral or 
helical path as it is injected through the ?rst diluent tube 110. 
the chamber A. and along the conical-shaped surface 108. 
surrounds the sample stream with a substantially laminar 
?ow. and thus tends to maintain the sample ?ow in a ?ne. 
substantially uniform-stream located in the center of the 
counting ori?ce. The ?ow of the diluent sheath also tends to 
maintain the sample stream within the center of the counting 
ori?ce. 
As the ?rst and second syringes 28 and 30. respectively. 

simultaneously inject the sample and the diluent into the 
front end of the sensing chamber 20. the third syringe 32 
simultaneously aspirates the sample/diluent mixture injected 
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into the outlet side of the counting ori?ce 104. and also 
aspirates a second sheath of diluent through the second 
diluent tube 114 into the exit tube 112. Because the second 
diluent tube 114 is oriented along a tangent to the surface 
de?ning the chamber B. the second sheath of diluent follows 
a substantially spiral ?ow path surrounding the sample 
stream exiting the counting ori?ce 104. The substantially 
laminar ?ow of the second sheath acts to further maintain the 
sample in a ?ne. narrow stream as it exits the counting 
ori?ce. thus further increasing the ability of the sensing 
chamber to accurately analyze the sample cells. 
The processing and control unit 22 stops the motor 70 

after a predetermined volume of the blood sample has been 
injected by the ?rst syringe 28. In the embodiment of the 
present invention illustrated. the volume of the third syringe 
32 is approximately 5 ml. which is su?icient to receive the 
entire volume of ?uid injected by both the ?rst and second 
syringes 28 and 30. respectively, and to aspirate a suf?cient 
volume of diluent through the second diluent tube 114 to 
form the second diluent sheath in the exit tube 112. 
The processing and control unit 22 then actuates a 

selected valve in the valve matrix 14 to couple the third line 
68 of the third syringe 32 in ?uid communication with the 
waste reservoir 26. and the motor 70 is then actuated in the 
opposite direction (i.e.. away from the home position) to 
expel the sample/diluent mixture in the third syringe into the 
waste reservoir 26. 
One advantage of the illustrated embodiment of the 

present invention. is that because the three syringes are 
simultaneously driven by the stepping motor. there is a 
simultaneous. steady-state ?ow of both the sample 'and 
diluent through the counting ori?ce. The smooth and precise 
operation of the stepping motor in combination with the 
direct drive of the threaded shaft and drive plate and the 
positive-displacement pumping of the syringes. permits 
precise. simultaneous control of the ?uid ?ow through the 
sensing chamber. As a result. the ?ow of both diluent sheaths 
and the sample stream is substantially laminar. thus sub 
stantially preventing any mixing of these ?uids within the 
counting ori?ce. Also. as described above. the ?rst sheath of 
diluent can be injected. or aspirated. along a substantially 
spiral path through the counting ori?ce and surrounding the 
sample stream (which can be aspirated or injected). which 
also facilitates in maintaining a ?ne. narrow sample stream. 
through the counting ori?ce. Moreover. the second sheath of 
diluent. which is likewise substantially laminar. and can be 
injected or aspirated along a substantially spiral path sur 
rounding the sample stream. further contributes to maintain 
ing a ?ne. narrow sample stream as the sample exits the 
counting ori?ce. 

Thus. there is a steady. repeatable ?ow of sample and 
diluent through the counting ori?ce each time a sample is 
injected. Moreover. because the sample stream is maintained 
in a ?ne. narrow con?guration. the platelets. red blood cells 
or white blood cells of the sample are oriented in a substan 
tially single ?le relationship relative to each other as they 
pass through the counting ori?ce. thus permitting the sens 
ing chamber to detect approximately one cell at a time. and 
accumulate data in this fashion on thousands of cells. 
Accordingly. coincidence. or the passage of multiple cells at 
once through the counting ori?ce is substantially avoided. 
Moreover. the cells ?ow through the counting ori?ce in a 
substantially steady state. which is repeated from one 
sample to the next. The anomalies or aberrant information 
normally associated with coincidence are substantially 
avoided. In addition. because substantially each cell in the 
sample is detected (due to the substantially single ?le 
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relationship of the cells). important information is not 
rejected. enabling the system to provide a more true mea 
surement of the cell distribution within each sample. 

Another advantage of the embodiment of the present 
invention illustrated. is that because only one drive has to be 
used to simultaneously drive all three syringes. which then 
assures that all three syringes move simultaneously. Also. 
there is a signi?cant cost savings as opposed to a system in 
which a separate drive may be employed for each syringe. 

Yet another advantage of the embodiment of the present 
invention illustrated. is that because the sample and sheath 
are injected through the inlet side of the counting ori?ce (as 
opposed to either being pulled or aspirated only through the 
ori?ce). deformation of the cells as they ?ow through the 
ori?ce is substantially avoided. Cell distortion is therefore 
reduced to a minimum. further enhancing the accuracy of the 
system and providing hematocrit measurements that accu 
rately correlate with spun hematocrits. 

Yet another advantage of the present invention illustrated 
embodiment of the. is that the three pumps or syringes can 
be employed to inject and/or aspirate different ?uids simply 
by adjusting the connections with the syringes in the valve 
matrix. For example. it may be desirable to employ the 
second syringe 30 to inject diluent through the second 
diluent tube 114. In this case. the ?rst diluent sheath is 
aspirated through the counting ori?ce by the third syringe 
32. whereas the sample stream and the second sheath are 
injected by the ?rst and second syringes. respectively. It may 
equally be desirable to mount the third syringe 30 in the 
same direction and in the same fashion to the drive plate 40 
and base plate 34 as are the ?rst and second syringes 28 and 
30. respectively. In this case. the ?rst syringe 28 may inject 
the sample. the second syringe 30 may inject the ?rst diluent 
sheath. and the third syringe 32 may inject the second 
diluent sheath. In this situation. the exit tube 112 would be 
coupled in ?uid communication with the waste reservoir 26 
in order to release the sample/diluent mixture directly into 
the waste reservoir. 

Another advantage of the illustrated embodiment of the 
present invention is that the steady state. unique ?ow pro 
duced by the syringes minimizes protein build-up and clog 
ging. First. the first and second diluent sheaths maintained 
around the sample cells prevents contact of the sample cells 
with the walls of both the sensing chamber and the exit tube. 
Second. because the sample blood/reagent mixture is pow 
erfully injected through the counting ori?ce by one of the 
syringes. clogs and build-up within each cycle are pre 
vented. 

Another advantage of the present invention. is that the 
processing and control unit can automatically optimize 
sample analysis on a species-by-species basis. The database 
of the processing and control unit can contain information 
on the predetermined volumes of the lysing agents for all 
species encountered in this type of hematology system. 
Thus. the operator does not need to be concerned with 
preparing the speci?c blood/reagent mixture for each type of 
species being tested. Rather. the operator simply inputs the 
type of species on the keyboard unit. and the processing and 
control unit automatically determines the quantities of the 
lysing agents based on the type of species. and then auto 
matically controls the operation of the pump unit to aspirate 
the predetermined volumes of lysing agents. and to mix 
them with the sample/diluent mixture in the mixing cuvette. 

In one embodiment of the present invention. the keyboard 
unit 25 has separate keys for certain species (e.g.. cat and 
dog) and another key for other species. Thus. by pressing the 
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“cat” key or the “dog" key. the processing and control unit 
automatically causes the preparation of the blood/reagent 
mixture for the respective species. By pressing the “other” 
key. the display unit displays the additional species may be 
processed. Once the correct species is selected. the process 
ing and control unit automatically causes the preparation of 
the blood/reagent mixture for the respective species. 

Another advantage of the present invention is the ?ex 
ibility of the system to adapt to automatically analyze 
samples from numerous types of species. and to optimize 
any cycle for a given species. For example. the lyse 
volumes. the volume of diluent. and the volume of the whole 
blood sample. can be easily adjusted simply by controlling 
the processing and control unit. This can be extremely 
bene?cial for analyzing species that are very diiferent. such 
as mammalian vs. non-mamalian. Moreover. because the 
pump unit employs several different pumps to aspirate or 
otherwise inject these ?uids. the apparatus can automatically 
mix two or more of these ?uids in predetermined volumes. 
which are precisely measured by monitoring operation of the 
stepping motor. which is a signi?cant advantage over prior 
hematology systems. As illustrated above. the volume of 
lyse A and/or the volume of lyse B (and other lyse agents 
may be added if necessary) can be automatically adjusted 
and mixed‘with the blood/diluent mixture in the mixing 
cuvette to eifect proper separation of blood cells on a 
species-by-species basis. This means for variably adjusting 
the volume of lytic agents is signi?cant in obtaining the 
proper separation of the white blood cell populations. 
We claim: 
1. An apparatus for making a plurality of reagent mixtures 

for hematology testing and analyzing particle distributions 
within the reagent mixtures for blood cell analysis. com 
prising: 

at least one pump; 

a plurality of reagent chambers containing a plurality of 
reagent-mixture components. including at least a plu 
rality of lysing agents. selectively connectable in ?uid 
communication with the at least one pump; 

a mixing chamber coupled in ?uid communication with 
the at least one pump for receiving a plurality of 
reagent-mixture components and creating a reagent 
mixture therefrom; 

a sensing unit de?ning a counting ori?ce for receiving the 
reagent mixture and analyzing a particle distribution of 
the reagent mixture; and 

a control unit for adjusting the reagent mixture to corre 
spond to each of a plurality of different operator inputs. 
the control unit being coupled to the at least one pump 
for controlling operation of the pump. and responsive 
to each respective operator input to: 

(i) select one or more lysing agents from a database 
containing a plurality of lysing agents. 

(ii) select a predetermined volume of the at least one 
selected lysing agent to correspond to said input. 

(iii) pump the predetermined volume of the at least one 
selected ly sing agent. and a predetermined volume of at 
least one other reagent-mixture component correspond 
ing to said input into the mixing chamber to thereby 
create a reagent mixture corresponding to said input. 
and 

(iv) introduce the reagent mixture from the mixing cham 
ber through the counting ori?ce to analyze a particle 
distribution of the reagent mixture for blood cell 
analysis. 
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2. An apparatus as de?ned in claim 1. wherein the control 

unit is responsive to a respective operator input to control the 
at least one pump to introduce a predetermined volume of 
another reagent-mixture component corresponding to the 
respective input into the mixing chamber to thereby create a 
reagent mixture including predetermined volumes of ?rst. 
second and third reagent-mixture components. 

3. An apparatus as de?ned in claim 2. wherein a plurality 
of the operator inputs each specify a respective animal 
species. and for each such input the ?rst. second and third 
reagent-mixture components are selected from the group 
including (i) a whole blood sample of the respective species. 
(ii) diluent. and (iii) a lysing agent. to make a blood/diluent! 
lyse reagent mixture corresponding to the respective species. 

4. An apparatus as de?ned in claim 3. wh?ein the control 
unit is responsive to a respective operator input to control the 
at least one pump to introduce a predetermined volume of a 
second lysing agent corresponding to the respective species 
into the mixing chamber to make a blood/diluent/lyse 
reagent mixture corresponding to the respective species. 

5. An apparatus as de?ned in claim 1. wherein at least a 
plurality of the operator inputs each correspond to a respec 
tive animal species. and the control unit includes a database 
pertaining to predetermined quantities of the lysing agents 
necessary for formulating reagent mixtures for each of the 
plurality of species. and wherein the control unit is respon 
sive to each such input to control the at least one pump to: 

(i) introduce the predetermined quantities of the reagent 
mixture components corresponding to the respective 
species into the mixing chamber to thereby create a 
reagent mixture corresponding to the respective 
species. and 

(ii) to control introduction of the reagent mixture through 
the counting ori?ce for analyzing a particle distribution 
of the reagent mixture for blood cell analysis. 

6. An apparatus as de?ned in claim 1. wherein at least a 
plurality of the operator inputs each correspond to a respec 
tive species. and the apparatus further comprises a sample 
probe coupled to the at least one pump. the control unit being 
responsive to each such input to aspirate a predetermined 
volume of whole blood sample corresponding to the respec 
tive species into the probe. 

7. An apparatus as de?ned in claim 6. wherein at least one 
reagent chamber contains diluent. and the control unit is 
responsive to each input selecting a particular species to 
aspirate a predetermined volume of diluent corresponding to 
the respective species to make a blood/diluent reagent 
mixture corresponding to the respective species. 

8. An apparatus for making a plurality of reagent mixtures 
for hematology testing and analyzing particle distributions 
within the reagent mixtures for blood cell analysis. com 
prising: 

means for pumping predetermined volumes of a plurality 
of reagent-mixture components. including at least a 
plurality of lysing agents. to create a plurality of 
reagent mixtures; 

means for sensing particle distributions of the reagent 
mixtures for blood cell analysis; and 

means for adjusting the reagent mixtures to correspond to 
each of a plurality of different operator inputs. said 
adjusting means selecting one or more of a plurality of 
lysing agents and controlling the pumping means in 
response to each input to adjust the predetermined 
volume of the at least one selected lysing agent to 
correspond to the respective input and thereby make a 
reagent mixture corresponding to the input. said adjust 
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ing means further controlling the pumping means to 
introduce the reagent mixture through the sensing 
means to sense a particle distribution of the reagent 
mixture for blood cell analysis. 

9. An apparatus as de?ned in claim 8. wherein at least a 
plurality of the operator inputs each correspond to a respec 
tive species. and for each such input the plurality of reagent 
mixmre components includes a ?rst reagent-mixture com 
ponent consisting essentially of a whole blood sample of the 
respective species. a second reagent-mixture component 
consisting essentially of diluent. and a third reagent-mixture 
component consisting essentially of the at least one selected 
lysing agent for making a bloodldiluent/lyse reagent mixture 
corresponding to the respective species. 

10. An apparatus as de?ned in claim 8. wherein the means 
for adjusting the reagent mixture includes a database of 
predetermined quanti?es of each of a plurality of reagent 
mixture components. and each predetermined quantity cor 
responds to a respective species. and wherein the means for 
adjusting the reagent mixture is responsive to each input 
corresponding to a respective species to control the pumping 
means to pump the predetermined quantity of each reagent 
mixture component and make the reagent mixture for that 
species. 

11. An apparatus for making a plurality of reagent mix 
tures and analyzing particle distributions of the reagent 
mixtures. comprising: 

at least one pump; 

a sensing unit de?ning a counting ori?ce for receiving a 
reagent mixture and analyzing a particle distribution of 
the reagent mixture; and 

means for adjusting a reagent mixture including at least 
one lysing agent to correspond to each of a plurality of 
di?erent operator inputs. said adjusting means selecting 
one or more lysing agents from a plurality of lysing 
agents. and controlling the at least one pump in 
response to each input to pump a predetermined vol 
ume of the at least one selected lysing agent and a 
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predetermined volume of at least one other reagent 
mixture component corresponding to the respective 
input. said adjusting means further controlling the at 
least one pump to intermix the predetermined quantities 
of the components and thereby create the reagent 
mixture corresponding to the respective input. and to 
introduce the reagent mixture through the counting 
ori?ce of the sensing unit for sensing a particle distri 
bution of the reagent mixture. 

12. An apparatus as de?ned in claim 11. wherein at least 
a plurality of the operator inputs each correspond to a 
respective species. and for each such input the plurality of 
reagent-mixture components includes a ?rst reagent-mixture 
component consisting essentially of a whole blood sample of 
the respective species. a second reagent-mixture component 
consisting essentially of diluent. and a third reagent-mixture 
component consisting essentially of the at least one selected 
lysing agent for making a blood/diluent/lyse reagent mixture 
corresponding to the respective species. 

13. An apparatus as de?ned in claim 11. wherein the 
means for adjusting the reagent mixture includes a database 
of predetermined quantities of each of a plurality of reagent 
mixmre components. and each predetermined quantity cor 
responds to a respective species. and wherein the means for 
adjusting the reagent mixture is responsive to each input to 
control the at least one pump to pump the predetermined 
quantity of each reagent-mixture component and make the 
reagent mixttn'e for the respective species. 

14. An apparatus as de?ned in claim 11. further compris 
ing a mixing chamber coupled in ?uid communication with 
the at least one pump and sensing unit for receiving and 
intennixing the predetermined quantities of the reagent 
mixture components to thereby create the reagent mixture 
corresponding to the respective input prior to introduction of 
the reagent mixture through the counting ori?ce of the 
sensing unit. 


